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Abstrac't
The solu'tion of nonlinear finite dif

ference equations is found. The nonliDear
frequency shift and the reso:nant instabilll
t;y produced by nonlinearity are calculatea.
The developed theory Us applied to the cal
culationa of the phase lLO'tion in microtron.

Transvers8.l and longitudinal motion of pe
'ticles in accelerators usually can be des
cribed by finite difference equations with
constant or slowly changing coefficients.
This method Us very convenient if coeffi
cients of the initial differential equa
tiona, representing the particle motion,
are const8.JJ.t on every separate part of the
trajector,y. If the period of oscillations
is much greater than the guide system pe
riod, the fiDite difference equationa can
be replaced by differential equaticns with
constant or slowly chaDging coefficients.
In this case weak constan't nonlinearity at
equations producee the frequency shift but
no dampinc or antid8.lllp!ng of oacillatiOD8
is caused. The typical example is the -.aD.
phase oscillations in ring accelerators.

If the period of oscillations is of the
same order as the guide system period it
is impossible to replace finite difference
equations by differential equations, and

in this case the weak constant nonlineari
ty of equations can. produce inatability.
This paper cont&:ina all necessary formulae
describing the influence of nonlinearity
and instability development for the case
of the syste. of two first order equations
with quadratic and cubical nonlinearity.

We are exami.n1Bg 'the eyste. of equatioDS

Xn,-4-1 =0<"4 x~ + "'12:!tl + [Pj,,:r:~:,

?}tl.-d. =o(UXn + d2z~n +[[jICX{}j: ,
j, K = 0,1,2, ... j+k ~ 2

with constant coefficients satisfying the
correlations

CX-110(22. - 0(.,20(21 =i ,
-2 < of. +d <: 211 22. •

Let us pu't into equations the complex va-
riable

Wn. = J< (X It + r£~n) =
lJ. ' V R i.e",= n+~ fl,= n,e .

Here Ki. an arbitrary complex number, the
value ~ depends on the ooeffic1ents 0(11' 0(21,

0( 2.2 in such a w~ th.,!1; the system (1) in

the variables Wnand W", (we mark by line
the complex conjugate values) has such a
form

e-tn - In.

Wn.-+i = A'vVn + [F'etn Wtt, . W...
em'" ,

e=2)3,.:. tn=O)1,2, ... e
where

Q( +0( I..J )4 L'V
') -_ 11 n . 1 ''''1f +-.An

.A 2 + ~ - '-I - =e
- -the eigenvalue of system (1), the coef
ficients Fem depend on the values of the

coefficients !3d" and OjK •
The recurrent formula can be reduced to
the equation

W =.ilnW +1n-~~)-"'F: I.l-~I.Jm
h. 0.1\ f:1\ f:m ern. VVK VVk • (6)

.As the nonlinear terms are small we have
the solution in the form.

W
(1} ll.) {3}

W - + 1./ + 1./ +
n - h. W h. VV 11 ''', (7)

W
(11 )11' (2}

where h. =J\ Wo • the value WI\. is propor-
tional to /Wo/2. and so Oil. We can see that
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every term of the formula (?) is the SWI

of geometric progressions and the denomina
tor of every progression_ equals .It cy , where
q- is an integer.
If

Vg, = 2'1\k (K = 0, ±i,±2,.. .) (8)

the corresponding progression produces a
resonant term, the module of tb.e term is
proportional to the number n • If K=a =0

(31 -y
(for Wn. ) we have the resonant term

- - 2-ep =nArtW2.W.[-A~1~O(2-A) -IFz1 1
1 0 0 i-.i\.

21P.,..I 4
---r:-rr +.il~i ] J (9)

produced by quadratic and cubical nonl1D.ee.
rity and existing at an arbitrary value V•
If the value V is small there are no other

re'3ynant members, but when V= ~ , the term
W11. has an additional resonant member (if

K=-i,q=-4)
l'h .n -3 [i+L
T l =n L • Wo ' T ~1 ~z -

- (1 - i) ~o F;~ - i ~3 ] 7 (10)

produced by quadratic and cubical nonlinea
27rity. When \I =-i ' the resonant member,pro-

duced by quadratic nonlinearity, occurs in
(21

the quadratic term. W11. and it equals

en n-l -Z
T 3 =nF;,2,'j\ .Wo , (11)

while the cubical nonlinearity does DOt p:r::o
duce a resonant member. If we exam:l.n.e only
quadratic and cubical approximations there
are no particular cases over V = ~ and

2'ii
V = -:3.

Let us examjne_the properties of the solu
tions obtained. We shall admit that the
functional determ.1nan"t of the system (1)
equals unity when nonlinear "terms are taken

in"to account. It is possible to prove that
the expression in formula (9) u square
braekets is "the imaginary value. Therefore
the value q:>i is a usual frequency shift _
and it does no"t cause ch~e of amplitude.
As for "the terms Pz and <P3 ' the case is

80mewhat different. Let us admit that there
is the qUadratic nonlinearity only and V=
=~ +~ , where ISI«i • Then we can &1

WB\Ys admit (by choosing the value K ) that

F -1":'- 1 n - 1. and
20 - r 22 - - -rr, r 2.1 - - z:

the solution follows from the formulae (9)
and (10)

(11: -2b).(~l_2b) :: canst. (12)

We can see from this formula "that oscilla
tions are uns"table if S ~ 0 and the initi
al amplitude is greater than the threshold
value VZS' •
If y: Z; + 6" , we can admit (by the same me
thod) "tha"t flu = 1.il . The solution has a
form

R~·(8 - Rtt 5in38n ) =canst. (13)

In thisicase "the threshold ampli"tude is
about '3/SI and instability takes place
both when 0 ~ 0 and when S' ~ 0 • The dot
ted lines are plotted in Fig.l and 2 in ac
cordance with formulae (12) and (l3),(wheno=0 ) and the continuous lines correspond
to calculations of initial s.ystem (l)by the
elect~c computer. The agreemen"t of resul"ts
is good enough. If V = ~ (fig.l), the high
order terms, neglected in our theory, limit
the amplitude increase follOWing from for
mula (12) and the intense pulsa"tion takes
place.

We applied the developed theory to investi
gate phase motion in the microtron and

found ou"t "tha"t "the instability described
above develops speedily, during 10+20 par
ticle revolutions. This conclusion was af

firmed by direc"t Bumerica! calculations and
our experimentsl ). Fig.3 illustrate. the
resonan"t instability (numerical calculati
ons) when equilibrium phase corresponds to
V=2.; • The instability leads to large pu-.

ticle losses, occurring only due to the na:rr
linear dependence of the accelerating field
on time (the sinusoidal law of the field
chaDge), when there are DO perturbation
factors and the accelerated current can be
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negligible. These losses cause minima on
the accelerated current dependence on the
equilibrium phase value. As a result the
instability of the beam-resonator system
occursl ). The consequence is the decrease
(by factor 2) of the stable equilibrium
phase region which is of importance for the
work of both usual microtrons and racetrack
microtrons on hundreds MeV energy. We must
note that the resonant instability of phase
oscillations in the microtron was independ
ently discovered in the work2 ) by numerical
calculations.

The developed theory may be applied not on
ly to the microtron, but to some other ca
ses. It is worth to emphasize that i.l1 stra.g

V 'lI-focusing systems the frequency value :: '2
corresponds to the centre of stable zone
(in linear approximation) and this point
is the best in lDS.l\Y respects. However, the
nonliX),8&r inatability takes place in this
point. Using the present theory we can cal
culate the initial frequency drift suffici
ent to eliminate the instability.

The_author is grateful to academician. _
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We described_above the final results of
calculations. The whole work will be pub
lished in "The Journal of Experimental and
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The instability of phase motion in
a microtron-tfs=a'lC~ ir. ,(D,@:\Q)-phase
trajectories corresponding to diffe
rent positions of initial point.




